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Overview 

The school gamification environment is a matter that is currently on the public 
eye of many personal on education. Currently there are many technological 
alternatives to implement gamification concepts within a school. This document 
describes the implementation of a software platform to perform school 
gamification through different technological solutions such as a mobile 
application and an administration dashboard. 

The project presented below shows the work done for the design and 
implementation of this platform from an architectural point of view. Technical 
designs will be displayed as the final result of both the applications such as the 
environment and the methodology that has been implemented in order to develop 
this platform. 

The project has been approached from the perspective of a software architect, 
not from the point of view of a developer, since we defined a series of 
methodologies and best practices for the future developers of the platform. We 
paid more attention to architectural designs and not on development and 
implementation of the various components that compose the architecture. 

One aspect that will be displayed in the document are the settings and quality 
indicators implemented in all the control points of development to ensure a 
minimum level of quality in the final result. 

The entire project has been developed using open source technologies and the 
project has been public distributed under the Apache 2 license. All work can be 
found in public repositories of code that can be seen in this document. 

One of the methods of development and distribution that has been implemented 
in this project allows developers to contribute to the project easily and their 
contributions will be published in the servers automatically. The techniques used 
to meet this requirement is the continuous integration and continuous delivery. 

All the software components, both applications and the service oriented 
architecture have been made with HTML5 technologies that are the actual 
references in the world of the developer community. 
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Resum 

L'entorn de gamificació escolar és una matèria que actualment està en boca de 
molts personals del món educatiu. Actualment existeixen moltes alternatives 
tecnològiques per poder implementar els conceptes de gamificació dins d'una 
escola. El present document descriu la realització d'una plataforma de software 
per poder desenvolupar un entorn de gamificació escolar a través de diferents 
solucions tecnològiques com ara una aplicació mòbil i un panell d'administració. 

El projecte que es presenta a continuació mostra la feina realitzada per al disseny 
i realització d'aquesta plataforma des d'un punt de vista arquitectural. Es 
mostraran els dissenys tècnics realitzats i el resultat final tant de les aplicacions 
realitzades com ara l'entorn i la metodologia que s'ha implementat per tal de 
desenvolupar sobre aquesta plataforma.  

El projecte s'ha enfocat des de la perspectiva d'un arquitecte de software, no des 
del punt de vista d'un desenvolupador, ja que es plategen una sèrie de 
metodologies i bones pràctiques de desenvolupament per al futur 
desenvolupament de la plataforma. S'ha incidit més en els dissenys 
arquitecturals i no tant en el mateix desenvolupament i la realització dels 
diferents components que conformen l'arquitectura.  

Un dels aspectes que es mostraran en el document seran les configuracions i 
indicadors de qualitat que s'han implementat en tots els punts de control per tal 
d'assegurar un mínim nivell de qualitat en el resultat final.  

Tot el projecte ha estat realitzat utilitzant tecnologies de codi lliure i s'ha distribuït 
el projecte de forma pública sota una llicència Apache 2. Tot el treball realitzat 
pot ser trobat en els repositoris públics de codi que es poden veure en aquest 
document.  

Una de les metodologies de desenvolupament i entrega que s'ha implementat en 
aquest projecte, permet als desenvolupadors poder contribuir en el projecte de 
forma senzilla i que el seu resultat sigui publicat en els servidors finals de forma 
fàcil i automatitzada. Les tècniques que s'han utilitzat per tal de complir aquest 
requisit són la integració i el desplegament continuo.  

Els diferents components de software, tant les aplicacions com l'arquitectura de 
serveis han sigut realitzats amb tecnologies HTML5 molt noves però de 
referència actualment dins del món de la comunitat de desenvolupadors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present document describes the work and methodology implemented for the 
execution of a final project degree on the telecommunications engineering. The 
main objective of this project is to create an open source software platform for 
school gamification for multiple schools and professionals in this area. 

The idea of this platform comes from an actual need of some professionals in the 
catalan educational environment that are using a gamification application on their 
schools. They are using an application that doesn’t fits all their needs and they 
need a customizable platform. 

For creating this platform, we are going to perform a research on the area of 
school gamification, trying to identify the types of users we are going to focus on 
this platform. To complete this research, we are going to create an analysis of 
the actual commercial products targeting different solutions that are now on the 
market of school gamification. 

After the initial research on school gamification, as we are talking about a 
software platform, not a single project, we are going to define a common and 
standard development environment to support multiple developers in the 
future. To create this environment, we are going to follow the main principles 
defined by software managers and developers along the time. We are going to 
use agile methodology, since it’s a suitable framework for creating different 
products inside the platform as you will see in the following chapters. 

This development environment we want to define for this project, it’s a software 
platform that contains 4 different applications. Since it’s a platform for school 
gamification and some activities should be done on the school environment we 
need a mobile application for performing activities inside the classroom. For 
complex operations, such as configuration or data analysis from reports we need 
a web administration dashboard to perform these activities from a teacher or 
school leader’s office.  

Since we defined two applications that shares data between them, we need a 
unique point to store and expose the platform data. For this purpose, we are going 
to configure a service oriented architecture with a secured API to be consumed 
by the mobile application and the web application dashboard. The last piece of 
the architecture is a blog or a public website to perform marketing and support 
operations to the platform community. 

Another aspect we want to focus on this environment we are creating on this 
project is the environment and methodology we are going to setup and use to 
develop the platform. From the source code repositories, to the final deployment 
server, all the stages of the development and distribution should be guided 
through a continuous integration system. This system definition, will help us 
now and future developers to maintain a common environment. 
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All the continuous integration system through repository branches and 
continuous integration servers, should be supported by a continuous delivery 
system to simplify deployments of the different product’s releases. 

From the personal point of view the first objective is purely technological, since 
this project has not a product owner with some restrictions behind, the 
technological decisions will only consider the platform requirements and the 
technology conditions itself. With this premise, we are going to use this project to 
test the cutting-edge technologies of the current state of the art for web and 
mobile development. 

For the technological decisions, will be consider the current knowledge and 
expertise on several fields and the future development of this project. It’s 
important to choose what we think will be the reference technologies for the next 
years to support the project on the future.  

On the technological decisions, we also consider the learning curve of this 
technologies to have future developers participating on this project. We choose 
HTML5 technologies for all the pieces of this project instead of more specific or 
native technologies with more difficulties to learn.  

In this introduction, we are talking about the licensing of this platform as an open 
source platform. This aspect is important for us because we learn from years of 
experience of property software that, this kind of restrictions doesn’t bring any 
advantages to the platform. On the other hand, if we got a success platform we 
can get the support from the educational community to create the platform that 
the community needs. 

Another personal objective for this project is to bring an open source project to 
production for real users in the current school environment. This objective is 
important because it could bring recognition into the open source community and 
will define the indicators to measure the success or not of the platform.  
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CHAPTER 1. GAMIFICATION 

In the first chapter, we are going to introduce the theoretical framework of this 
Final Project Degree explaining all the concepts related to gamification. First, we 
are going to introduce the main topic and explain the main purpose of the 
gamification. Later we will discuss the introduction of this concept in educational 
environments and the finally we are going to present an analysis of the main 
competitors in this area. 

1.1 Gamification 

Gamification is the concept of applying game mechanics such as points or 
badges, and game design techniques to engage and motivate people to achieve 
their goals in non-game contexts [1]. Gamification taps into the basic desires and 
needs of the user’s impulses which revolve around the idea of Status and 
Achievement. 

Status [2] is the rank or level of a player. Players are often motivated by trying to 
reach a higher level or status. Rewards such as Badges and Points are used to 
elevate Status by showcasing the talents, expertise, and accomplishments of 
users. 

Achievements [3] are the virtual representation of having accomplished 
something. Achievements are a way to give players a way to represent what 
they've done indirectly as well as add challenge and character to a game. Badges 
can be earned from completing tasks/missions in gamification platforms. 

Gamification focuses on enabling players to achieve their goals [4]. When 
organizational goals are aligned with player goals, the organization achieves its 
goals as a consequence of players achieving their goals. 

1.2 Gamification in Education 

The gamification of learning [5] is an educational approach to motivate students 
to learn by using game elements in learning environments. The goal is to 
maximize enjoyment and engagement through capturing the interest and 
inspiring them to continue learning. 

Gamification occurs only when learning happens in a non-game context, such as 
a school classroom, and when a series of game elements is arranged into a 
system which operates in coordination with the learning in that regular classroom. 
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1.2.1 User Types 

There are several ways to classify users in a gamified environment but one of 
them is the following extracted from Marczewski’s Player and User Types Hexad 
[6]. There are four basic intrinsic types; Achiever, Socialiser, Philanthropist 
and Free Spirit. They are motivated by Relatedness, Autonomy, Mastery and 
Purpose (RAMP). The other two types, whose motivations are a little less black 
and white are Disruptor and Player. 

Besides we can identify some of the elements of games [7] that may be used to 
motivate students. When a classroom incorporates the use of some of these 
elements, that environment can be considered "gamified". 

Table 1.1 User types 

 

Players. They will do what is needed of them to collect rewards from a 
system. They are in it for themselves. 

Game elements: Points, badges, prizes, leader boards 

Motivation: Rewards. This kind of players only are motivated by 
rewards and should be converted to achievers in order to get engaged 
into the platform  

 

Achievers. They are looking to learn new things and improve 
themselves. They want challenges to overcome. May also be 
motivated by status as a representation of their personal achievement 

Game elements: Challenges, certificates, quests, level and 
progression 

Motivation: Mastery. They want the 100% of the internal learning 
system so the system should provide some feedback techniques in 
order to represent their status and achievements.  

 

Socialisers. They want to interact with others and create social 
connections. 

Game elements: Teams, social networking and status and competition 

Motivation: Relatedness as Social Influence. Incorporate all the 
social elements that drive people including: mentorship, acceptance, 
social responses, as well as competition or envy. 

 

Free Spirits. They want to create and explore. They have two basic 
subtypes, Creators and Explorers.  

Game elements: Exploration, creativity tools and customization 

Motivation: Autonomy and self-expression. Explorers don’t want to 
be restricted in how they go through their personal journey. Creators 
want to build new things 
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Philanthropists. This group are altruistic, wanting to give to other 
people and enrich the lives of others in some way with no expectation 
of reward. These are the ones who will answer endless questions on 
forums. 

Game elements: Meaning and purpose, care-taking, gifting, and 
sharing 

Motivation: Purpose and Meaning. They want to feel that they are part 
of something bigger. They want a system that allows them to enrich 
others and feel a sense of purpose. 

 

Disruptors. In general, they want to disrupt your system, either directly 
or through other users to force positive or negative change. 

Game elements: Innovation platform, voting, anonymity and anarchy 

Motivation: Change. This kind of users should be threated carefully 
because the can change the system to improve your system or kill it. 

 

The main objective of gamification is motivation, and if we are talking about the 
educational environments, the objective is to motivate students to learn. As we 
see in this chapter, there are different types of “players” in the gamified 
environment, so we need to adjust the focus of our solution to embrace the 
maximum number of users. 

1.2.2 Benefits 

Some of the potential benefits of school gamification include the following items. 
This benefits could be achieved if the gamification environment and the selected 
framework is suitable for the target students. 

- Giving students ownership of their learning. The student could manage 
their lessons and see the result of their progress through leader boards or 
badges. 

- Opportunities for identity work through taking on alternate selves. 
Sometimes, students are afraid of showing itself, but in a virtual 
environment they could express all their capabilities. 

- Freedom to fail and try again without negative repercussions. This 
concept is really extended in quiz games and students are really 
familiarized. 

- Chances to increase fun and joy in the classroom. This concept does not 
conflict with the learning purpose of the classroom. 

- Inspiring students to discover intrinsic motivators for learning. The 
students could discover new areas of learning. 

- Motivating students with low levels of motivation through the 
engagement of game-based environment contexts. 
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1.2.3 Effectiveness 

There is a research [8] about the effectiveness of applying game mechanics into 
educational environments with some interesting conclusions. They concluded 
that the gamification process helps to increase the motivation of the students, 
but you must keep in mind all the different types of “players” you have to 
motivate all the students somehow.  

The students also complain about the complicated environment they should 
deal to complete the exercise, also they detected some technical issues when 
they are doing the assignment. These two concepts we should keep in mind when 
we are designing the software architecture. 

1.2.4 Criticism 

Most of the critics for the gamification techniques in education are the believe that 
introducing extrinsic motivators to the traditional ones in the traditional 
educational environment could decrease the intrinsic motivations. Some teachers 
may criticize gamification for taking a less than serious approach to education [5]. 
They believe that the classroom is not a place for games or fun. 

1.3 Competitors Analysis 

Once we have presented the main concepts and how we can implement 
gamification concepts in an educational environment, we can provide an analysis 
of the main products that are on the market. The complete table of the 
Competitors analysis could be found on the annex: 8.9 Competitors Analysis. 
Below we present the main conclusions of the comparison. 

Most of the application focus their game elements and motivation to get rewards 
and mastery. This is because the main user targets for this kind of applications 
are the Players and Achievers. This concept should be considered to design the 
application for the project to decide the game elements to include in this project 
such as points, badges, quests, etc… 

Most of the competitors allows the teachers to create a gamification outside the 
application. This is one of the points in favour against the criticism of gamification 
and effectiveness. Because the technology should only accompany the learning 
process, not replacing it. 

From the technological point of view, the most successful applications have a 
mobile application (android and iOS) and has an administration dashboard 
to analyse the data created from the mobile applications. 

Once we have seen all the concepts against gamification and the current state of 
the educational gamification environment, we are going to explain all the details 
of this project.  
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CHAPTER 2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

In the second chapter of the final project degree we are going to explain the main 
software architecture. First, we are going to explain the Minimum Viable Product 
[13] for the project and the main requirements through de User Journeys [14]. 
Finally, we are going to introduce the whole architecture (software, hardware and 
tools) for the project, to continue with a brief explanation of every component. 

2.1 Project Definition 

Before starting any explanation, we are going to define the project and is purpose. 
Classpip is a software architecture for teachers and students to perform school 
gamification activities inside educational environments through different 
platforms such as mobiles, tablets and computers. 

The software architecture is composed by a mobile application for performing 
“quick” class activities oriented to teachers and students. For “long” operations 
such as deep into reports and setup the platform there is an administration 
dashboard accessible from every computer. These two pieces shares the 
information through a service-oriented architecture [9] that exposes the main 
methods for data manipulation. Besides, the software architecture will provide 
and open website for marketing and publicity purposes. 

 

Figure 2.1 Project Architecture 

All the project is supported for some open-source tools to configure an agile 
environment [10] combined with a continuous integration system for 
continuous deployment on different platforms. 

2.2 Minimum Viable Product (MVP) 

The minimum viable product definition is the list of requirements with just enough 
core features to validate the viability of the product through “early adopters” 
feedback and the learning from customers.  
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Next we will see the list of requirements to accomplish the MVP. These 
requirements could be used to validate the initial version of the product. 

- The System Administrator should be able to create and manage the 
different schools on the system. 

- The School Administrator should be able to manage the school 
information and the teachers who belong to it. This role could be delegated 
into other members of the school. 

- The Teachers should be able to manage the different Groups of students. 
This groups could be created, edited, copied, shared and archived in order 
to manage the system and the students. 

- Every time a Student is added for the first time, an invitation token on 
paper is generated in order to register into the platform. 

- The teacher can assign Points into his groups and Badges into his school. 
- The teacher can create an Attendance List with the students of its group 

by day. This data could be consulted in different diagrams from the 
administration dashboard. 

- The Students should be able to change its Avatar and see the assigned 
points into its groups and badges inside the school from the administration 
dashboard and mobile application. 

- The students should be able to see the Rankings of points into its groups 
and badges inside the school from the administration dashboard and 
mobile application. 

Once we have seen the requirements for the MVP, let’s take a look into different 
user journeys of the most common or critic stories inside the application. 

2.3 User Journeys 

The user journeys are a series of steps which represents a desired scenario 
where the different types of user interact with the application. This journeys could 
help in order to define the high level functionality, define the taxonomy of the 
interface and help us to understand the user behaviour. 

You could find all the user journeys graphically represented on the Annex 8.5 
User Journeys. 

2.3.1 Schools on boarding 

The School Administrator (SCA) discovers the platforms and its advantages on 
the Public Website or the Mobile Application and it’s redirected to the 
Administrator Dashboard to register itself and his own school. 

The System Administrator (SYA) receives a request for a new school with the 
school information (descriptions, coordinates, etc.) and creates the school in the 
system. Also, assign rights to the School Administrator in this school 
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2.3.2 Teachers on boarding 

The Teachers (T) are going to register into the platform via the two possible 
channels, the mobile application or the administration dashboard. When the 
Teacher registers itself is going to select one of the schools on the platform. The 
list of schools is public and will be ordered by geographical proximity.  

The School Administrator of the selected school is going to accept the Teacher 
into the requested school and automatically the Teacher’s rights are going to be 
configured. 

2.3.3 Students on boarding 

The Students (S) cannot register into the platform without an invitation. This 
invitation is generated from the platform every time a Teacher creates a group 
from a list of users (name, surname). The Teacher creates a group and 
automatically is generated a list of printable invitations with installation and 
configuration instructions for students.  

Every time an invitation is generated, a new temporal Student user is created. To 
maintain a unique profile for student it’s important to follow the next 
recommendations. 

Every time a group is created, the platform automatically checks for possible 
duplicates in order to not create new user profiles. The groups of students can 
be duplicated, archived and shared between Teachers to not create new 
instances of students. 

2.3.4 Avatars 

The Avatars is the way that Students could personalize its profile into the 
platform. The avatar is a combination of predefined images (eyes, mouth and 
body) to compose a user’s avatar. This avatar is visible and public inside the 
scope of the school. All the Teachers and School Administrators could see the 
public avatar of its students. 

2.3.5 Points, Badges and Rankings 

The Points and Badges are managed by the teachers. The Points are assigned 
to the user in every group that belongs. The Badges are assigned to the user on 
the scope of the school. All this information is public inside the scope of the topic, 
so the points are visible inside the groups and the badge are visible inside the 
school. 
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Figure 2.2 Points, Badges and Rankings user journey 

All this information is managed to generate Rankings by group and school. The 
badges are displayed near the Student profile. This information is accessible by 
all the members of the school community. 

2.3.6 Attendance list 

The Teachers had the availability to create Attendance Lists for their groups for 
every day they are using the platform. From this information on the administration 
dashboard some reports of attendance are generated for all the groups of the 
school. 

2.4 Naming and Design Guidelines 

One of the first things when you are creating a product is the naming and the 
design guidelines. These two aspects can give personality and success to our 
product. For this reason, in this chapter we are going to display the process and 
the final decisions about these two topics. 

The final name for the project is Classpip. This “concept” joins two words, the 
first one “class” refers about the environment of the product, this product is 
designed for educational environments. The second one, “pip” it’s an abstract 
word that can be used for creating a “naming convention” inside the product; we 
can assign “pips” instead of points. 

Once we have seen the naming of the product we are going to review the design 
guidelines created for the project through the design process generated for 
creating the logo of the application. 
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Figure 2.3 Logo design process 

The logo was generated with Adobe Illustrator CC and as we can see on the 
process the logo evolved from a “heart” logo to a “diamond” logo through different 
integration tests. We created some colour palettes to give a product a colour 
definition for all the other components of the architecture. The font used for the 
naming is one of the Google Open Font Licences called Montserrat. 

2.5 Architecture 

Once we have seen the main pieces of the software architecture and the project 
purpose, in this subchapter we are going to go deeper in every piece of the 
software and tools of this project.  

First, we are going show a complete diagram will all the pieces with their 
frameworks and technologies used in this project to accomplish the main purpose 
of this project. 

 

Figure 2.4 Software Architecture 
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You could find a bigger image of the software architecture in the 8.10 Software 
Architecture annex. 

In the previous image, we can see the same architecture elements with their 
technology stack. This architecture could be considered a multichannel 
architecture because we can use multiple channels (mobile and desktop) for 
accessing the system allowing us to reuse some of the components and libraries 
between the channels. 

One of the most important pieces of the architecture is the Representational 
State Transfer (REST) [11] Application Programing Interface (API) [12] that 
handles all the requests coming from the different channels. 

2.6 Components 

In the previous subchapter, we have seen a global vision of the whole software 
architecture, in this chapter we will see more information of each of these 
components. 

2.6.1 Service-Oriented Architecture 

The service-oriented architecture is the centre piece 
of the architecture because is responsible for 
managing all the data between the channels. 

This API is created with an Open Source Software 
(OSS) Tool from IBM called StrongLoop. This tool 
allows us to create a public API configured with 
JavaScript exposed via an Express web server on a 
Node.js environment. All the persistent data is stored 
into a Mysql database. 

 

2.6.2 Mobile Application 

The mobile application is the channel for performing 
“quick” tasks on the platform such as giving points and 
badges and managing an attendance list. 

The application is created with Ionic 2, built on top of 
Angular 2. The native support for Android and iOS 
platforms is performed with Apache Cordova and all 
the set of native plugins to access phone’s 
capabilities.  
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2.6.3 Administration Dashboard 

The administration dashboard is the channel designed 
for performing “long” running tasks such as managing 
the groups and retrieving information from the 
platform. This dashboard will be accessible via 
desktop or mobile too. 

The dashboard is built on top of Angular 2 with the 
Bootstrap UI framework to style the frontend. This 
single page application (SPA) is exposed to Internet 
via an Express web server on a Node.js environment. 

 

2.6.4 Custom Libraries 

Both applications, the mobile application and the administration dashboard are 
built on top of Angular 2. This fact allows us to create two common packages that 
can be reused between both platforms. This packages are: 

2.6.4.1 Theming package 

This package contains all the styles of the mobile and desktop applications. The 
first one is overriding the Ionic 2 sass mobile variables and the second one the 
bootstrap desktop variables. 

2.6.4.2 Utils package 

This package contains all the common Angular 2 methods for accessing the 
Service Oriented Architecture. This allows us to reuse functions between 
channels reducing the cost of implementation.  

2.6.5 Public Website 

For publicity and marketing purposes we have a public 
website built on top a Ghost Blog. This OSS software 
provides us a perfect environment for creating posts 
and information pages to explain the platform to a 
wider audience. 

The blog is exposed to Internet via an Express web 
server on a Node.js environment and all its data is 
stored into a Mysql database. 
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2.6.6 External Support Tools 

Once we have seen all the pieces of the gamification platform, let’s take a look 
to all the external support tools that allows us to create a perfect environment for 
developing, testing, building and distribution the applications. 

All the Open Source Software of the platform is hosted on the GitHub control 
version software along several repositories. To perform agile methodology, we 
added a plugin into GitHub called Zenhub to create User Stories, Agile Boards 
and other tools for planning the project. 

To code better software during the continuous integration environment there are 
some hooks to validate our test cases coverage with Coveralls and validate the 
quality, security and duplication of the code through Codacy. 

The main orchestrator of the platform is the Continuous Integration Server called 
Travis CI. This tool allows us to test, build and perform distribution actions on 
several branches of the source code creating a distributed continuous 
integration environment. 

Most of the public applications are containerized using Docker. In order to build 
this dockers we configured an automatic build with Docker Hub. This dockers are 
deployed and managed on the Digital Ocean server via the Docker Cloud 
platform. The physical server and the applications that contains are monitored 
with the New Relic tool. 

Finally, for custom packages distribution such as the theming and utils libraries, 
we are using the Npm.js service. This platform publishes our packages through 
Internet for being installed everywhere.  

For mobile beta distributing and crash reporting we are using HockeyApp 
between our beta tester users. 

Once we have seen a little description of each of the components, it is time to 
take a detailed look of all the components and the interactions between of them. 
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CHAPTER 3. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

On this chapter, we are going to detail the Software Development Process and 
how the applications are developed, tested, built and distributed along the 
hardware architecture. To perform this actions we are using some common 
methodologies such as the Agile Methodology [10] and technics like 
Continuous Integration [15] and Continuous Deployment [16] that are going 
to be explained in this chapter. 

3.1 Infrastructure 

The following picture presents a complete diagram of the Software Development 
Process for this project. In the diagram, we can see all the stages of the lifecycle, 
from the development to distribution, passing by the testing, validation and 
building for the different types of applications. 

 

Figure 3.1 Classpip Software Development Process 

You could find a bigger image of the Software Development Process in the annex 
8.10 Software Development Process. On the following points of this chapter, we 
are going to see the details of every stage, but we are going to explain in brief all 
the stages of the Software Development Process. 

3.1.1 Development 

In the first stage of the project we are using git repositories for source code 
versioning. These repositories are stored as Open Source Code on GitHub. For 
performing Continuous Integration of the source code, we are using different 
branches for each of the purposes (feature/integration/release).  
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3.1.2 Testing and Validation 

Every time the code is “pushed” to the repositories a trigger is fired into the CI 
Server. Every repository is configured with a config file (.travis.yml) with the 

engine used for building the application and the bash commands for performing 
the testing, validation and building of the application. The results of this 
executions and some other external triggers for code validation and code 
coverage are used for accepting the Pull Requests to the different branches. 

3.1.3 Building 

All the web applications of the project are “dockerized” to be deployed into the 
physical server. These applications are built on the Docker registry using an 
external build fired from the Travis CI orchestrator. This dockers are published 
and available for pulling from a docker machine. Due to the special characteristics 
of the mobile environments (multiple platforms, several dependencies and 
hardware) the mobile builds are done locally on the development machine. 

3.1.4 Distribution 

The last stage of the architecture is the distribution; this stage is a little bit different 
from every type of application that we have in this project. 

- Web applications (web, api and dashboard). The web applications are 
“dockerized” and published into the Public Docker Registry.  

- Custom packages (theme and utils). Custom packages that contains the 
common code for the web applications are distributed as NPM packages.  

- Mobile Applications (android and iOS). Mobile applications are deployed 
manually due to the special characteristics of these kind of applications. 
For mobile application, we have two environments, the beta environment 
and the production environment. 

3.2 Agile Methodology 

The Agile Methodology [10] is a set of principles for software development 
where the requirements of the project evolve through the collaborative effort and 
self-organization. It advocates for adaptive planning, evolutionary development, 
early delivery and continuous improvement. 

For performing this kind of techniques, we are using an Agile Board (see Figure 
3.2). In this board, we defined the main user stories1 obtained from the previous 

                                            

1
 User stories are simple descriptions of a feature from the perspective of the person who desires 

the new capability (user-oriented). Normally they have the structure: As a <type of user>, I want 
<some goal> so that <some reason> 
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analysis labelled for every piece of the software architecture. Each of the user 
stories contains some technical tasks to perform the purpose of the story. 

 

Figure 3.2 Agile Board for the project 

In the board, we have several columns to classify the user stories and tasks by 
their status (To-do, In-progress, Done). The stories could be grouped into 
“milestones” or “Sprints”2 that defines a set of stories to create a deliverable. 

The board allows developers and Product Owners3 to have the actual vision of 
the project and adapt the requirements for the Sprints. Every new requirement 
defined by the Product Owner is added to the Board backlog. 

3.3 Development 

One of the recommended practice we are using in this project is the Continuous 
Integration [15] methodology. This is a development practice that allows 
developers to integrate code into a shared repository (in our case GitHub) every 
time they have something to commit. Every commit is verified by an automated 
build, allowing teams to detect problems early. 

Continuous integration doesn’t solve or avoid bugs, but it makes them easy to 
find and remove. This practice brings multiple benefits to the project such as 
avoid long term integrations, catch issues fast and being confident of what you 
are deploying into the different environments. 

                                            

2
 Sprints are a group of user stories that should be delivered in a predefined period (normally two 

weeks). The sprint normally ends with a deliverable to the Product owner. 
3
 The Product Owner is the person who has the vision of all the requirements of the project. 

Normally is the stakeholder of the project. 
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The following diagram explains graphically how the Continuous Integration is 
done in all the projects of this architecture.  

 

Figure 3.3 Continuous integration model 

The developer must push the code into the development branches (first locally, 
then remotely). After a push into a branch, a trigger is fired into the Continuous 
Integration server, Travis CI. The CI Server executes some scripts defined into a 
config file (.travis.yml) on the repository. 

The config file defines the Unix commands to be executed in every stage of the 
build (before_build, build, after_build, deploy). If some of these stages fails, a 
notification is sent to the developer who made the push. The config file also 
defines the virtual execution environment (node, ruby, etc..) where this script 
should be executed. You could find an example of this config file in the Annex: 
8.7 Continuous Integration configuration file. 

From the repository configuration, we have also defined some hooks on other 
third party solutions that are responsible for performing Code Quality (Codacy) 
and Test Coverage (Coveralls). 

These responses are used for validating the quality and reliability of the code we 
are trying to merge into the different branches. The source code version control 
(GitHub) allow us to define some health checks to accept or not a Pull Request.  

 

Figure 3.4 Correct health checks for accepting Pull Request 
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On the previous image, we can see the health checks of the Pull Request and 
the availability to merge into the release branch (master). If this checks are not 
successful, you cannot accept the Pull Request. 

3.4 Building 

Once the applications are tested and validated we to generate deployable 
artefacts for being distributed to the different channels. For every type of 
applications, we have different build methods. 

3.4.1 Web applications building 

The web applications of the architecture (public website, REST API and 
administration dashboard) are “dockerized” into a container to be deployed. 
Every application has a config file (Dockerfile) that defines the Unix commands 
to build the application ready to be deployed. This deployment process is defined 
in the next diagram. 

 

Figure 3.5 Web applications building and deployment process 

Once the application has passed successfully the tests and quality checks in the 
CI Server (Travis CI), if we are on the deployment branch (master in our case) 
a trigger is fired into the Docker Hub Registry. This registry has configured an 
automated build where it pulls the code from the source repository and builds the 
application with the commands defined into the configuration file. You could see 
an example for the configuration file in the Annex 8.8 Docker configuration file. 

3.4.2 Mobile applications building 

Mobile applications have some specific environment configurations, such as iOS 
applications need an OSX environment to be build. For this reason, we are 
building mobile applications locally, and we are only using the Travis CI for testing 
and validating the code of these applications. 

The build scripts for the different mobile applications could be found here on the 
annex: 8.12 Mobile Applications Building. 
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The build scripts use some features of Ionic and Cordova to generate a 
deliverable artefact for the distribution channels. The scripts are ready to sign and 
certify the artefacts using some environmental variables configured into the build 
machine to be validated for the official channels. 

3.5 Distribution 

The last stage of our software development cycle is the distribution of 
applications. The Continuous Delivery strategy [16] is to deliver software into 
production via an automated process. We achieve this, by ensuring our code is 
always in a deployable state thanks to the Continuous Integration development 
practice. The distribution is different for every kind of application. Below we are 
going to explain the different methods and processes. 

3.5.1 Web applications distribution 

Once the container is build and published into the public registry, is pulled from 
the Docker Cloud service. This service allows us to manage Service Stacks4 
into a physical server. In our case this physical server is configured and deployed 
into Digital Ocean. This process allows to have an application automatically 
deployed into the server after a few minutes’ process. 

3.5.2 Software packages distribution 

There is another type of distribution, the distribution of software packages. In this 
project, we are using NPM.js for dependencies management. This package 
manager is the standard for HTML5 projects and it publishes the packages 
compressed into an indexed public registry [23]. 

Our NPM packages are the theme and utils packages. These packages are 
shared by the mobile application and the administration dashboard, both based 
on the AngularJS technology. The distribution is done by the Continuous 
Integration Server. Travis CI has a predefined distribution method for this kind of 
packages and it’s easy to integrate [24]. 

3.5.3 Mobile beta distribution 

Mobile applications always have a different method for distribution due to the 
client (the physical device) hosts the application instead of the web applications 
where the client (the browser) loads the client from the server.  

                                            

4
 A service stack is a combination and configuration of containers (for example, a web application 

plus a database). 
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For beta 5  distribution we are using HockeyApp. This service allows us to 
distribute applications as a private mobile store. HockeyApp allows us to define 
a group of users and distribute the application, the updates, and collect the 
feedback from the users. Every time a new version is uploaded, the service sends 
a notification to all the beta users to download it. 

 

Figure 3.6 HockeyApp Dashboard for Android 

In our environment, we have defined two applications (one for Android users, 
another for iOS users) and we upload a new version every time we have a new 
feature to be tested by the beta group of users. 

3.6 Security 

To secure web applications deployed in the physical server (website, dashboard 
and services) we have configured a HTTPS certificate for every application. This 
certificate is managed by a Docker stack of services that automatically registers 
the application and generates a new certificate on Let’s Encrypt [21].  

The stack of services is composed by a nginx-proxy container that handles all 
the redirections to every application by subdomain and a letsencrypt-nginx-
proxy [22] docker that manages the automatic creation/renewal of Let's Encrypt 
certificates. You could find the complete stack of docker containers on the annex: 
8.6 HTTPs and Proxy Configuration 

Every application deployed on the same server should define some 
environmental variables to notify these containers for the proxy redirection and 
the certificates configuration. Once you have configured these variables and the 
stack of services is up and running, you could generate an HTTP request that 

                                            

5
 Beta versions are distributions ready for client distribution before the final User Acceptance 

Tests. These tests will refine the final Release Candidate version. 
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automatically will be redirected to the HTTPs domain with the valid result of the 
certificate. 

 

Figure 3.7 Certificate for api.classpip.com 

The algorithm for the signature is SHA-256 with RSA Encryption and supports 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 over HTTP with AES128 cyphering. 

3.7 Monitoring 

One of the main operations over a hardware and software infrastructure is the 
monitoring of these pieces. For that reason, we have been configured a monitor 
using the free license of the New Relic software that allows us to monitor the 
applications [18] and the server [19] that contains them. Other feature we are 
using of this platform is the alert [20] system for the availability of these pieces. 

 

Figure 3.8 Server Monitoring on New Relic 
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In the previous screenshot, we could see the server graphics for the hardware 
pieces such as, CPU, Load, Physical Memory and Disk I/O usage. The other 
features of these software we have been configured for this project are: 

- Applications Analytics. There is a daemon configured on every 
application container (public website, service oriented architecture and 
dashboard) responsible for monitoring the web transactions time for every 
request. This feature allows us to detect some bottle necks inside our 
application. 

- Applications Monitoring. Every minute the monitoring platform makes a 
request to every application to check the availability. If there is a problem 
with this application an instant mail is sent to the system administrator. 

- Server Analytics. There is a daemon configured in the main operating 
system monitoring all the hardware variables and processes running on 
the server. 

You could find more screen captures of the monitoring system on the Annex 8.13 
Monitoring 

3.8 Licensing 

The whole project is licensed with the Apache License, Version 2 [17]. This 
license is a permissive license written by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). 
This license does not require a derivative software, or modifications to the 
original, to be distributed using the same license. 

The main motivation of using this license is that the software created for this 
project could be deployed, modified and enhanced without any restriction to 
contribute to the educational environment. 
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CHAPTER 4. SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE 

The following chapter we are going to explain the Service Oriented Architecture 
[9] developed for providing data to the different channels defined in this 
architecture. Since we have different channels, mobile and web, we need to 
provide a unique endpoint for managing all the user’s interactions with the 
backend. This is the main purpose of the Service Oriented Architecture. 

On the following table, we can see all the software configurations and public 
endpoints for this piece of software on the architecture. 

Table 4.1 Service Oriented Architecture Technical References 

 

Source Code  github.com/classpip/classpip-services  

Public URL api.classpip.com  

CI Result travis-ci.org/classpip/classpip-services  

Docker Public  hub.docker.com/r/classpip/classpip-services  

Code Quality codacy.com/app/classpip/classpip-services  

Code Coverage coveralls.io/github/classpip/classpip-services  

4.1 Introduction 

In this project, we are developing a mobile application and a dashboard that share 
data between them and all the users. It’s a common practice in this kind of 
environments provide the architecture with a single endpoint for managing the 
data know as Application Programming Interface [12]. 

This design also provides to the layered architecture an isolation between the 
clients (mobile and dashboard) and the server (API) to separate the 
responsibilities of application logic, hosted by the clients, and data 
management, hosted by the API. 

4.2 Services Architecture 

The internal architecture of this piece of the architecture is managed by an API 
manager, known as Loopback [25]. This manager helps us to create all the 
Services Architecture configuring a set of models (objects that represents our 
business logic) and relations (interactions and dependencies between these 
objects).  

The following diagram represents all the internal pieces of the engine and the 
global configuration of this Service Oriented Architecture. As we can see in the 
following diagram, all the clients of the architecture are connected to the API 
behind the secured web server (https) configured by the Nginx and Let’s Encrypt 
software. 
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Figure 4.1 Classpip services architecture 

The API architecture is composed by a service stack (8.16) of 3 dockers, one 
for the Loopback engine, another for the database and a last one for storing the 
backups into the physical server. The service stack is monitored by the New 
Relic instance that queries the system every 10 minutes checking for the 
availability and reporting to the system administrator in case of failure. 

4.3 Application Programing Interface 

In this chapter, we are going to explain how the Loopback engine [25] works 
and show some examples of how we configured our architecture. 

4.3.1 Models and Relations 

The models in Loopback are JavaScript Objects that represents the back-end 
data sources such as databases and tables. When you define a model, 
automatically is generated a REST API [11] with a full set of create, read, update 
and delete (CRUD) operations. Loopback provides two types of models: 

- Built-in Models: predefined models that comes with every loopback 
application (user, roles and application). 

- Custom Models: models generated for the application purpose (school, 
student, teacher, etc.). This models could extend any built-in model of the 
engine. Every model has a JSON definition (properties and relations) and 
a JavaScript file with custom operations and triggers for this model. 
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When you have all your models defined, you could relate them with the following 
relations: BelongsTo (a student belongs to a school), HasMany (a school has 
many students), and HasAndBelongsToMany (one teacher has many groups 
and a student belongs to many groups). 

{ 
  "name":"Student", 
  "plural":"students", 
  "base":"User", 
  "idInjection":true, 
  "options":{"validateUpsert":true}, 
  "properties":{ 
    "name":{"type":"string","required":true}, 
    "surname":{"type":"string","required":true} 
  }, 
  "validations":[], 
  "relations":{ 
    "school":{"type":"belongsTo","model":"School","foreignKey":"schoolId"}, 
    "groups":{"type":"hasAndBelongsToMany","model":"Group","foreignKey":"groupId"}, 
    "avatar":{"type":"belongsTo","model":"Avatar","foreignKey":"avatarId"}, 
    "badges":{"type":"hasAndBelongsToMany","model":"Badge","foreignKey":"studentId"} 
  }, 
  "acls":[ 
    {"accessType":"*","principalType":"ROLE","principalId":"$everyone","permission":"DENY"}, 
    {"accessType":"READ","principalType":"ROLE","principalId":"$owner","permission":"ALLOW"}, 
    {"accessType":"WRITE","principalType":"ROLE","principalId":"$owner","permission":"ALLOW"} 
  ], 
  "methods":{} 
} 

Figure 4.2 Student definition (student.json) 

You can see more examples of models and relations in the annex: 8.17 Database 
Models and Relations 

4.3.2 Application Logic 

Besides from the models and relations, the Loopback engine also brings some 
features that helps us to configure the Application Programming Interface for our 
purpose. Some of these features are the following: 

- Remote Methods: once we have defined a model and all the CRUD 
operations are inherited, we can define custom remote methods such as 
/api/student/point to increase by 1 the number of points of a student. 

- Remote Hooks: we can define methods that are triggered after a remote 
method is fired to perform the actual logic of this remote method (update 
students set points = points +1 where uid = 34). 

- Boot scripts: we can define some boot scripts to be executed every time 
the architecture is started to perform some initial operations (database 
clean-up, sample data, etc.) 

- Custom Middleware: we can configure some application features with 
config files. This operations can be: CORS 6  management, or other 
security features in our API. 

                                            

6
 CORS: Cross Origin HTTP Request helps us to secure the system from different origins that 

are not allowed in our system. 
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4.3.3 Data sources and Connectors 

Loopback provides us a set of connectors for different data sources, in our case 
we are using the mysql connector to persist the data into a Maria DB database. 
The following code displays how this connector is configured.  

module.exports = { 
  db: { 
    connector: 'mysql', 
    hostname: process.env.API_DB_HOST || 'localhost', 
    port: process.env.API_DB_PORT || 3306, 
    user: process.env.API_DB_USER, 
    password: process.env.API_DB_PASSWORD, 
    database: process.env.API_DB 
}}; 

Figure 4.3 Database connector (datasources.json) 

The connector is responsible for creating, updating and migrating the database 
from the JavaScript model by configurations depending on the environment. 

4.3.4 Application Programming Interface Explorer 

Loopback comes with a build-in API explorer. This web interface allows us to test 
the API in development stages. With this explorer, we can execute all the 
automatic CRUD methods and the remote methods we defined for our application 
purposes. This application is very useful because we can test our API with a built-
in client before we develop any custom client (mobile or dashboard) 

 

Figure 4.4 Classpip services swagger interface 

4.3.5 Postman 

Another development tool we can use in both environments of our architecture, 
development and production, is the Postman software. This HTTP client allows 
us to test, define and store all the common HTTP methods of our API.  
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Figure 4.5 Postman capture. Generate calls for the services 

When you are working with a layered architecture where clients and APIs are 
separated, it’s very useful this tool to test the API and show to the clients how the 
HTTP methods should be called. 

4.4 Authentication & Security 

All the database is secured extending the User build-in model and the ACL7 
permissions. The User build-in model has some configurations by default that 
only allows to the “unauthenticated” users to perform a register and a login, all 
the other methods are forbidden if you are not “authenticated”. 

With the ACL configuration, we can DENY all the access to the database models 
by the role who is accessing, the accessType (READ) and the type of user who 
is accessing ($authenticated, $everyone, etc.) 

  "accessType": "READ", 
  "principalType": "ROLE", 
  "principalId": "$authenticated", 
  "permission": "ALLOW" 

Figure 4.6 ACL definition (group.json) 

Every object into the mode has some ACL configured, for example: DENY all the 
methods to everyone, ALLOW Read to authenticated users and ALLOW Write to 
System Admins. You could find some examples of this configuration in the annex: 
8.17 Database Models and Relations 

                                            

7
 ACL (Access Control List). List of permissions associated to an object, normally they are 

configured with (Role, Access, Methods and Permission). 
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4.5 Database Model 

The following diagram represents the whole data model we defined for our 
application. The model represents all the tables and relations in our database. 

 

Figure 4.7 Classpip data model8 

As we can see on the previous image, there are some tables related to the 
application logic (School, Teacher, Student, Group, etc.) and some tables 
related to the Loopback model (AccessToken, ACL, Role, etc.). The 
combination of both models and the relations between them make this model 
work for the User Stories we proposed at the beginning of the document. 

The types of relations are One-One (BelongsTo), One-Many (HasMany) and 
Many-Many (HasAndBelongsToMany through an intermediate table). The 
configuration of these relations is done by the model properties (JSON) as we 
can see here: 8.17 Database Models and Relations 

                                            

8
 Loopback by default doesn’t create the relations between the tables into the database [26] 

because it handles all the dependencies by the JavaScript code behind the Loopback engine. For 
representation purposes, we created these relations into the development database. 
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CHAPTER 5. MOBILE APPLICATION 

In this chapter, we are going to explain the work done on the mobile application 
generated for this project from the technological environment decided for this 
application to continue with the actual solution implemented and how this is 
organized through the source code. Finally, some screen captures of the 
application are going to be displayed to look the final generated result. 

On the following table, we can see some of the links for the public source code 
(under Apache 2 License) that is available online and some download pages for 
the application artefacts. 

Table 5.1 Mobile Application Technical References 

 

Source Code  github.com/classpip/classpip-mobile  

Public URL 
(Android): goo.gl/OO8bHZ  
(iOS): goo.gl/7zn5E2  

CI Result travis-ci.org/classpip/classpip-mobile  

Code Quality codacy.com/app/classpip/classpip-mobile  

Code Coverage coveralls.io/github/classpip/classpip-mobile  

5.1 Introduction 

The mobile application is the key piece of this project because it allows interaction 
from all types of users into the system on the place where the action occurs. The 
“mobility” behaviour allows students and teachers use their phones to execute 
some actions into the system from the actual classroom. 

To generate an application for Android and iOS platforms we decided generate a 
hybrid application based on web technologies. In the following subchapter, we 
are going to explain the hybrid applications and the actual solution implemented. 

The web based application also brings another advantage in this project; we can 
reuse all the logic and modelling code between the mobile application and the 
administration dashboard through the common libraries we defined. 

5.2 Hybrid Applications 

Hybrid applications are regular native applications that runs a web application, 
coded with web technologies (CSS, JS, HTML) inside a native browser 
(webview). This feature allows developers reuse the web application code 
between platforms (iOS and Android) to minimize the work to do in every platform. 
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5.2.1 Ionic Framework 

Ionic [29] is the main framework used to develop the hybrid application. It 
presents a full technology stack (see Figure 5.1) from the web application to the 
native code through the Angular Framework and Cordova Platform. 

Ionic it’s a framework that provides web components and native bindings to 
generate Single Page Applications9 wrapped into a native contained for being 
run it into a device. Ionic defines a set of styles over HTML elements that provides 
a “native look&feel” to the web application. In this project, we are using the 
second version of this framework released on January 2017. 

 

Figure 5.1 Hybrid application technology stack 

5.2.2 Angular Framework 

To provide some logic into the web application Ionic is built on top of the Angular 
framework [31] (we are using the version 2 of this framework). Ionic uses all the 
modularization of the Angular Framework and the Typescript language for 
defining all the pages, models and services of the application. 

Angular is one of the best solutions in the market to create Single Page 
Applications. These applications with no load between pages provides a native 
behaviour when it’s embedded into a native container (there is no HTML reload 
between pages). 

                                            

9
 Single Page Applications (SPAs): is a web application or web site that fits on a single web 

page. All the code is retrieved on the single page load or dynamically loaded when they are 
necessary usually when the user demands. The page does not reload at any point of the process. 
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5.2.3 Cordova Platform 

The last piece of the technology stack is the Cordova Platform [30]. This 
platform provides a JavaScript API for accessing the native features of the 
devices. This is accomplished by custom implementations (Java on Android and 
ObjectiveC for iOS) that expose native APIs such as services, sensors and input 
methods of the physical devices. 

Ionic also provides a custom implementation of this JavaScript methods to 
facilitate the integration of these JavaScript APIs into a Single Page Application 
generated with Angular. 

5.3 Application Architecture 

Once we have seen the main characteristics and the technology stack of our 
application, let’s see how the application is structured. In this subchapter, we are 
going to explain how the application is developed following the pattern of the 
Model-View-Controller10. The following diagram represents how the data is 
obtained, managed and represented by the application. 

 

Figure 5.2 Application architecture diagram 

In the previous diagram is represented all the mobile application logic and the 
database representation to understand all the MVC pattern for this application. In 
the next subchapters, we are going to explain every detail of these components.  

                                            

10
 The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a software design architecture that divides the architecture 

in 3 layers interconnected with separate responsibilities. The view represents the models 
obtained and manipulated by the controller layer.  
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5.3.1 Web Components 

The web components are composed by some HTML elements plus the Ionic 
styles that modifies all the common web elements to have a native look and feel 
for every platform (Android an iOS). 

 

Figure 5.3 Web Components (left: Android, right: iOS) 

The previous example shows the differences between platforms running the 
same application. On the left, we can see the application styles of the Material 
Design, on the other side we can see the application with iOS design guidelines. 

5.3.2 Angular Components (Controllers) 

The Angular Components (or Controllers) are responsible for binding the 
information displayed on the Web Components and the Angular Services (see 
5.3.3). They are capturing all the user’s interactions and performs operations 
against the REST API to obtain the application data. 

@Component({ 
  selector: 'page-avatar, 
  templateUrl: './avatar.html' 
}) 
export class AvatarPage { 
 
  public avatar:Avatar; 
 
  constructor(public avatarService: AvatarService) {} 
 
  private getAvatar(id: number): void { 
 
    this.avatarService.getAvatar(id).subscribe( 
      ((value: Avatar) => this.avatar = avatar), 
      error => console.error(error)); 
  } 
} 

Figure 5.4 Avatar controller 
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5.3.3 Angular Services 

The Angular Services (or providers) are the Typescript11 components responsible 
for obtaining the information from the exposed REST API and bring it to the 
controllers of the different views. These services are unique inside the application 
and are “model-oriented”, so we have a service for query all the information of 
every model. 

@Injectable() 
export class AvatarService { 
 
  constructor(public http: Http) { } 
 
  public getAvatar(id: number): Observable<Avatar> { 
 
    return this.http.get('https://api.classpip.com/api/avatars/'+ id) 
      .map((response: Response) => Avatar.toObject(response.json())) 
  } 
} 

Figure 5.5 Avatar service12 

The previous example shows how the information of concrete avatar is obtained 
from the REST API using the http method of the Angular framework. 

5.3.4 Application Models 

The application models are Typescript classes definitions that represents the 
objects stored into the database that are being displayed by the different views 
of the application. These models have an exact data binding from the models we 
defined in the Service Oriented Architecture of the Loopback model. 

export class Avatar { 
 
  private _id: string; 
  private _image: string; 
 
  public get id(): string { return this._id; } 
  public set id(value: string) { this._id = value; } 
  public get image(): string { return this._image; } 
  public set image(value: string) { this._image = value; } 
} 

Figure 5.6 Avatar model definition 

These models are used by the controllers, the services and the web components 
to unify all the properties of the objects along the application. 

                                            

11
 Typescript is the typed JavaScript used to code the components of the Ionic and Angular 

framework. 
12

 The code displayed on these snippets is modified to be more understandable. The imports and 
the value of some variables are omitted because are not meaningful for this purpose. 
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5.4 Mobile Application Indicators 

On the CHAPTER 3 Software Development Process we explained some best 
practices we have been integrated into the software architecture to assure the 
quality of the code. In this subchapter, we are going to display some indicators 
of this integrations for the mobile application. 

5.4.1 Integration Checks 

On the mobile application repository, we have been configured 4 integration 
checks that are executed every time the developers wants to integrate code on 
the master branches.  

- codacy/pr. This third-party software checks the quality of the code by 
some static analysis of the code managed by some standart rules. 

- continuos-integration/travis-ci/push. Every time one developer uploads 
code to the repository, a set of instructions are executed to validate the 
quality of the code and execute some unit tests to check the integrity of 
the application.  

- continuos-integration/travis-ci/pr. Every time one developer generates 
a Pull Request; a set of instructions (code quality and unit tests) are 
executed with the future integrated code into the master branch. This 
prevents merging bad code into the principal branches. 

- coverage/coveralls. On the Continuous Integration server, we are 
running some unit tests that generate some coverage reports to display 
the number of lines of the code that are being covered by the unit tests. 

The following picture shows the result of an integration. 

 

Figure 5.7 Integration checks on the Pull Requests 

5.4.2 Code Quality 

The information of the Codacy integration check is stored into the dashboard 
of this third-party software. The following picture shows the dashboard of this tool. 
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Figure 5.8 Codacy Dashboard [Consultation 4 February] 

As we can see on the previous image, we have no issues on the 2584 Lines of 
code of the application. This is because we are worried about the code quality 
and we check the result and fix the issues on every integration of this indicator. 

5.4.3 Code Coverage 

From the unit tests we are executing on the Travis CI Server we are generating 
some coverage reports that are being stored into the Coveralls application. 

 

Figure 5.9 Coveralls Dashboard [Consultation 4 February] 

On the previous image, we can see the evolution of the Lines of Code versus 
the code coverage. As we can see we achieved a 49% of coverage that is not 
good enough for the quality gates we have been stablished. This percentage 
should be increased in the future to have a better integrity validation.  
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5.5 Screen Captures 

Once we have seen all the work done into the application through the architecture 
design and the source code, we are going to show some pictures of the 
application. 

 

Figure 5.10 Mobile app (login) 

 

Figure 5.11 Mobile app (group) 

 

Figure 5.12 Mobile app (home) 

 

Figure 5.13 Mobile app (map) 
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CHAPTER 6. ADMINISTRATION DASHBOARD 

Once we have seen the information related to the mobile application, in this 
chapter we are going to explain the work done on the other client tool, the 
administration dashboard. First, the explanation about the motivation and the 
position of this piece inside the architecture, to continue with the technology stack 
we defined to create this dashboard. Finally, we are going to display some screen 
captures of the result. 

In the following table, you can see the information about the administration 
dashboard, the public source code uploaded to GitHub and the results of the 
continuous integration and deployment. 

Table 6.1 Administration Dashboard Technical References 

 

Source Code  github.com/classpip/classpip-dashboard  

Public URL admin.classpip.com  

CI Result travis-ci.org/classpip/classpip-dashboard  

Docker Public  hub.docker.com/r/classpip/classpip-dashboard  

Code Quality codacy.com/app/classpip/classpip-dashboard  

Code Coverage coveralls.io/github/classpip/classpip-dashboard  

6.1 Introduction 

The administration dashboard is the client tool designed for performing long 
term or complex operations, mostly for teachers and school administrators. 
These operations could be group management, final reports about the 
attendance list or individual reports for every student. 

To be more efficient in the development and provide a common technology 
environment for the gamification platform, we decided to use the Angular 
Framework as we are using for the mobile application.  

This decision allows us to create some common library packages to share code 
between application, reducing the effort and the cost of the development. In the 
following chapters, we are going to see more information and the reasons for this 
decision. 

6.2 Dashboard Architecture 

In this subchapter, we are going to explain through some architectural diagrams 
the technology stack and the position of the administration dashboard inside 
the Classpip platform. 
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Figure 6.1 Administration Dashboard architecture 

On the previous image, we can see the position of the application dashboard 
inside the platform. As we explained in the previous chapters, the dashboard is 
deployed as a web application inside a docker container. 

The container is composed by the application generated using the Angular 
Compiler, the web server that exposes the application; everything inside a Node 
JS Container to run both applications.  

As we explained in the CHAPTER 4 Service Oriented Architecture the 
administration dashboard is monitored by the New Relic application with a ping 
every 10 minutes. Every time the ping produces an error, the monitoring system 
alerts the system administrator by sending custom alerts. 

All the requests made by the administration dashboard to get the data from the 
database, are going through the common API we explained on the CHAPTER 4 
Service Oriented Architecture. 

6.2.1 Technology Stack 

To be more efficient and share assets between channels, in the mobile 
application and the dashboard we are using the Angular Framework13 as a main 
technology environment for the development. In this project, we are using the 
same version as the mobile application, Angular 2. On the next image, we can 
see the technology stack for the administration dashboard and the mobile 
application sharing the common assets. 

                                            

13
 The Ionic framework does not apply in this environment because it’s not mobile. Remember 

from the previous chapter, Ionic provides some common styles for mobile User Interfaces and 
access to the device natives features through Cordova. 
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Figure 6.2 Shared technology stack between dashboard and mobile 

As we can see on the previous image, there are some packages that are shared 
between the mobile and the dashboard channel. In the next subchapter, we are 
going to explain the different purposes of this packages. 

6.2.2 Common Packages 

The fact we are using the same technology environment for the different channels 
allows us to reuse some code snippets between applications. These architectural 
decisions will enforce the common development between channels and will 
speed up the development time for both applications. The packages we are 
using in both applications are: 

 Utils library. This library written in Typescript/Angular and is published on 
the npm registry [23]. It contains the common models (entities definitions) 
and the common services (methods for accessing the common API).  

 Theme library. This theme package contains SCSS code to style the 
mobile application, overriding the Ionic styles, and the administration 
dashboard, overriding the Bootstrap styles. In this case, we are not sharing 
all the code because the UI frameworks are different for both applications, 
but we can share some common variables, such as colours or properties. 

6.3 Administration Dashboard Indicators 

As we previously done on the mobile application, we are going to display some 
results of the quality indicators for the dashboard applications. We configured 
two third party solutions, one for code quality and another for code coverage. 

6.3.1 Code Quality 

The following screen capture shows the main panel for the administration 
dashboard. In this case, we can see that there are some issues on the code. 
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Figure 6.3 Dashboard code quality [Consultation 5 February] 

The previous dashboard shows that we have a technical debt of 45 minutes to 
solve the 21 issues that we have in the project for the 906 lines of source code. 

6.3.2 Code Coverage 

For the application integrity, we have configured some unit tests that are 
executed into the Continuous Integration Server every time we push code into 
the repository. The coverage results 14  are stored and displayed into the 
coveralls application as we can see on the following picture. 

 

Figure 6.4 Dashboard code coverage [Consultation 5 February]  

                                            

14
 The coverage results (%) are calculated from the number of lines that are covered by the unit 

tests we defined from the total lines of code. A percentage of 80% is acceptable for web projects, 
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6.4 Screen Captures 

Once we have seen all the work done on the dashboard application, we are going 
to show some screen captures to display the result of this architecture piece. 

 

Figure 6.5 Administration Dashboard (login page) 

 

Figure 6.6 Administration Dashboard (home page) 
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CHAPTER 7. PUBLIC WEBSITE 

One of the pieces of the Classpip architecture is the blog or public website. In this 
chapter, we are going to explain all the work done for this element. On the 
following table is displayed all the software information about the public website. 

Table 7.1 Public Website Technical References 

 

Source Code  github.com/classpip/classpip-website  

Public URL www.classpip.com  

CI Result travis-ci.org/classpip/classpip-website  

Docker Public  hub.docker.com/r/classpip/classpip-website  

Code Quality codacy.com/app/classpip/classpip-website  

7.1 Introduction 

One of the pieces in the Classpip architecture is the public website. This element 
provides us a channel for publicity, marketing and visibility. The public website 
also comes with a Blog for release updated information to the Community. 

The main objective of this element is to provide information for external audience 
of the community interested on using the platform, so the website should provide 
installation instructions and Frequently Asked Questions. 

7.2 Website Architecture 

The following diagram represent the whole architecture for the public website and 
the interactions with others components of the classpip architecture. The website 
is composed by a service stack (8.14) of 3 dockers: one contains the blog 
engine (Ghost), another docker contains de database (Maria DB) and a last one 
for persisting the data of the other containers. 

 

Figure 7.1 Public Website architecture 
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The blog is connected against the New Relic Monitoring system. The monitoring 
system pings the website every 10 minutes and if there is some problem sends 
an email to the system administrator. 

The blog is deployed following the Continuous Deployment explained in: Web 
applications distribution chapter. The deployment is done by the architecture 
orchestrator (Travis CI) using Docker Hub and Cloud for server distribution. 

For the blog engine, we choose Ghost (https://ghost.org/developers/) against 
other CMS (Content Management Systems) such as WordPress or Tumblr 
because the following characteristics that define this blogging platform: 

- Released as Open Source Software (MIT license [27]). All the code from 
the engine and the themes are hosted on GitHub. 

- Based on Markdown editing content. The content on the blog is written 
using the markdown language as on the GitHub’s README files. 

- Provides a JSON API for querying the data from external applications [28]. 

Once we have seen the software architecture of the website and the technologies 
involved, we are going to display some screen captures of the result. 

 

Figure 7.2 Classpip Website 

On the website, we also have configured a subscription system (based on 
Mailchimp) and a discussion engine for user’s comments (based on Disqus). 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The first conclusion that can be drawn from this project is that the initial planning 
was not entirely accurate. It was not possible to perform all the user stories that 
were raised at the beginning of the project. The main reason that has prevented 
to fulfil all the requisites, is that it has always been kept in mind that it was wanted 
to establish a platform architecture in a structured, accurate and with a good 
methodology. This point requires good practices, which normally take more time. 
If the final thesis had been approached as a single project, it could have been 
completed, but its use and maintenance in the future would have been more 
expensive. 

Once completed, from the point of the platform realized, we are very proud of the 
work done, since the foundations of an open source software platform for school 
gamification have been established, which can grow a lot in the future. This was 
the main objective, and finally we can say that it has been fulfilled. 

Another aspect in which we are happy after the project is completed is the 
election of technologies. One of the initial premises was to make a web and 
mobile platform with HTML5 technologies for easy development and 
maintenance. Having seen the different products that have been created, we can 
say that the election of technologies has been a success in each of the 
developments we made. 

The compromise between the realization of a project or a software platform has 
always been a key point during the development of this final thesis. Sometimes 
architecture developers try to overreach the concepts we develop so they can 
be much more reusable in the future, such as our design of the common libraries 
or the database design.  

This point makes the development much more expensive or complicated than if 
we address the solution for today and now, without thinking about the future of 
architecture. In the initial planning, we did not consider this effort so that we could 
not fulfil all the requirements we had defined in the Minimum Viable Product at 
the beginning of the project. 

However, we would make the same tasks of architectural design and 
development in the future as we consider that the main objective of this project 
was to define an architecture and development methodology. 

One of the personal technical conclusions that can be drawn from the realization 
of this project is that the use of new technologies like Ionic 2 or Angular 2 in 
phases of beta and release candidate has slowed the project because we have 
had to make multiple adaptations during the development to be able to fulfil the 
requirements of each one of the new versions. This point would be repeated in 
the same way since the choice of these technologies was mandatory as they will 
surely be the technologies of the future in web and mobile development. 
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In addition to the personal and project conclusions we want to define from our 
point of view what tasks should be the next future work to be done in this project 
to have a complete gamification platform. 

From the previous analysis of the conclusions it is necessary to finalize the user 
stories that could not be completed for the reasons explained above. In addition, 
the different actors who will compose the platform it in the future can be integrated 
into the project to complete the project with new user stories. 

From the technological point of view, the performance of the service architecture 
can be improved by implementing a system of microservices to be able to scale 
the project according to the audiences needs in each moment. To complete this 
task would be indicated to make a complete performance analysis through a 
stress test of the system. 

Another technological point related to security and system reporting would be to 
implement security mechanisms in the mobile application such as secure calls 
through the native layer or encryption of the web assets within the native 
application. Having a log of access and registration in the database would also 
be an improvement in the scope of security within the project. 

From the point of view of usability and on boarding into the platform we should 
have a demo mode so that new users within the platform can test the system in 
a simulated environment without having to register for a real school on the 
system. 

The last technological point that we should comment is the inclusion of a system 
of push notifications (supported by Loopback) to notify users when an event 
occurs within the platform that may be of interest to the user of the application. 
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CHAPTER 8. ANNEXES 

8.1 Mobile Application Screen Captures 

The following images represents all the work done in the mobile application. This 
screen captures are extracted from the execution of the application in real 
devices.

 

Figure 8.1 Mobile (app icon) 

 

Figure 8.2 Mobile (role select) 

 

Figure 8.3 Mobile (splash screen) 

 

Figure 8.4 Mobile (app menu) 
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Figure 8.5 Mobile (teacher’s home) 

 

Figure 8.6 Mobile (my profile) 

 

Figure 8.7 Mobile (school teachers) 

 

Figure 8.8 Mobile (teacher detail) 
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8.2 Public Website Screen Captures 

The following screen captures shows all the pages of the Public Website 
component. In this section, you can see some of the admin pages for this website 
managed by Ghost. 

 

Figure 8.9 Public Website Blog page 
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Figure 8.10 Public Website FAQs page 

 

Figure 8.11 Public Website FAQs Administrator page 
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Figure 8.12 Public Website administrator general settings 

8.3 Public Website Subscription Lists 

On the website, there is a subscription button for receiving the latest news on the 
platform. This list is managed by Mailchimp, the following picture shows the list 
where the users are automatically added after a subscription button. 

 

Figure 8.13 Mailchimp subscription list 
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8.4 Public Website Discussion Engine 

All the comments on the website are managed by the discussion forum of Disqus. 
From this panel, you can manage the alerts, the replies and some statistics of the 
website. 

 

Figure 8.14 Disqus administration dashboard 

8.5 User Journeys 

The following diagrams represents the main user journeys of the different 
applications. 
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8.5.1 Schools on boarding 

 

Figure 8.15 Schools on boarding user jouney 

8.5.2 Teachers on boarding 

 

Figure 8.16 Teachers on boarding user journey 
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8.5.3 Students on boarding 

 

Figure 8.17 Students on boarding user journey 

8.5.4 Avatars 

 

Figure 8.18 Avatars user journey 
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8.5.5 Attendance list 

 

Figure 8.19 Attendance list user journey 

8.6 HTTPs and Proxy Configuration 

The following file (docker-compose) defines the stack of containers for generating 
SSL Certificate and renewing automatically and proxy redirect all the HTTP 
requests to the corresponding application by domain. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-infrastructure/blob/master/stacks/nginx.yml  

letsencrypt-nginx-proxy: 
  image: 'jrcs/letsencrypt-nginx-proxy-companion:latest' 
  volumes: 
    - '$HOME/certs:/etc/nginx/certs' 
    - '/var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock:ro' 
  volumes_from: 
    - nginx-proxy 
nginx-proxy: 
  image: 'jwilder/nginx-proxy:latest' 
  ports: 
    - '80:80' 
    - '443:443' 
  volumes: 
    - '$HOME/certs:/etc/nginx/certs:ro' 
    - /etc/nginx/vhost.d 
    - /usr/share/nginx/html 
    - '/var/run/docker.sock:/tmp/docker.sock:ro' 
    - '$HOME/client_max_body_size.conf:/etc/nginx/conf.d/client_max_body_size.conf:ro' 
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8.7 Continuous Integration configuration file 

The following file defines the command that the Continuous Integration server 
(Travic CI) should execute on every stage of the build. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-utils/blob/master/.travis.yml  

sudo: false 
language: node_js 
node_js: 
- '6' 
script: 
- tsc 
- npm run lint 
- npm run test 
- gulp coveralls 
deploy: 
  provider: npm 
  email: ikocel1@gmail.com 
  api_key: 
    secure: ... 
  on: 
    tags: true 
    repo: classpip/classpip-utils 
    branch: master 

8.8 Docker configuration file 

The following file defines the Unix command to be executed in order to prepare 
the application for being deployed as a container. The following example if from 
the Administration Dashboard. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-dashboard/blob/master/Dockerfile  

FROM node:wheezy 
MAINTAINER Ferran Vila ferran.vila.conesa@gmail.com 
 
WORKDIR /home/app 
EXPOSE 9000 
 
# install global dependencies 
RUN npm install -g \ 
    angular-cli@1.0.0-beta.18 \ 
    typings@1.3.3 \ 
    --loglevel warn 
 
# copy the app, install app dependencies and compile it 
COPY . /home/app 
RUN npm install --loglevel warn 
RUN ng build -prod 
 
CMD ["node", "server/app.js"] 
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8.9 Competitors Analysis 

The following table presents the data extracted from a competitor’s analysis done to extract the state of the gamification in education. 
The analysis is focused on the gamification elements and the technology elements of the solution. 

Table 8.1 Competitors Analysis 

 Socrative Kahoot Classcraft ClassDojo Class Badges Habitica Duolingo 
Khan 

academy 

Type of 
Game 

Outside of the 
platform 

Outside of the 
platform 

Inside of the 
platform 

Outside of the 
platform 

Outside of the 
platform 

Outside of the 
platform 

Inside of the 
platform 

Inside of the 
platform 

User Types 
Socializers 
Achievers 
Players 

Achievers 
Players 

Socializers 
Free spirits 
Achievers 
Players 

Achievers 
Players Achievers 

Achievers 
Players 
Socializers 

Achievers Achievers 

Game 
Elements 

Community 
Quests 
Points 
Leader boards 
Races 

Quizzes 
Leader boards 
Points 

Community 
Quests 
Points 
Leader boards 
Races 
Teams 
Customization 

Points 
Badges 
Leader Boards 

Badges 

Points 
Badges 
Leader Boards 
Avatars 
Groups 

Quizzes 
Progress 
Intents 

Quizzes 

Technology 
Stack 

Mobile application 
(android/iOS) for 
teachers and 
students 

Mobile application 
(android/iOS) for 
students 

Mobile and 
Desktop 
application 

Mobile application 
(android iOS) for 
teachers and 
students 

- 

Desktop Website + 
Mobile Apps 
(android/iOS) and 
extensions 

Mobile application 
(android/iOS) - 

Desktop board Desktop board Desktop Board Desktop Board Desktop Board - Desktop Board Desktop Board 

Target 

Teachers  Teachers Teacher Teacher Teachers - - Teachers 

Students Students Students Students - Students Students Students 

- Parents Parents Parents - - - Parents 

Comments 

Socrative is 
designed to help 
teachers to create 
quizzes and see 
the evolution of the 
students 

Kahoot is a social 
platform for 
creating quiz-
games and vote 
the answers in 
real-time 

Classcraft is a 
multiple user 
platform for 
playing inside a 
virtual educational 
environment 

ClassDojo is an 
application for 
encourage 
students with 
positive feedback 
and share moment 
with parents 

Class Badges is 
website for 
managing 
student’s 
achievements 
through badges 

Habitica is a 
platform for self-
improving habits 
inside a 
community of 
users. 

Duolingo it is a 
language learning 
platform for learn a 
new language by 
self-learning doing 
quizzes and tests. 

Khan Academy it’s 
a leaning platform 
for doing courses 
and quizzes for 
different subjects 
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8.10 Software Architecture 

The following diagram represents the whole software architecture and the technology stack of each of the components. 

 

Figure 8.20 Software architecture 
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8.11 Software Development Process 

The following diagram represents the whole Software Development Process for all the applications of the project 

 

Figure 8.21 Software Development Process 
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8.12 Mobile Applications Building 

The following scripts are used to build the mobile applications into artefacts ready 
to be deployed into the beta (HockeyApp) and production (Official Stores) 
distribution systems 

8.12.1 Utils script 

This script contains some utils functions used in the other scripts for executing 
and validating the commands. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-mobile/blob/master/build/build_utils.sh  

#!/bin/sh 
 
# Check the status of a return value of a command 
# If the return value != 0 > Exit the program 
check_status () { 
  if [ "$*" != "0" ]; then 
    echo "[${APP_NAME}] Program exited with: $*" >&2 
    exit $* 
  fi 
} 
 
# Execute a command into the bash terminal 
# @param $1 Command to execute 
# @param $2 Comment to print 
execute_command () { 
  if [ "$2" != "" ]; then 
    echo "[${APP_NAME}] $2" 
  fi 
  eval $1 
  check_status $? 
} 
 
# Check environment variable is set 
# @param $1 Variable name to check 
# @param $2 Message to print in case of error 
check_env () { 
  echo "[${APP_NAME}] Validating environmental variable: $1" 
  [ -z "$1" ] && echo $2 && exit 1; 
} 
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8.12.2 Android build 

The following script builds and Ionic 2 application into a release APK ready to be 
deployed into the Google Play. The script need some environmental variables to 
be executed. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-mobile/blob/master/build/build_android.sh  

#!/bin/sh 
 
# Import build utils script 
. ./build_utils.sh 
 
# Artifact information 
APP_NAME=classpip 
APP_VERSION=1.0.0 
APK_NAME=${APP_NAME}-${APP_VERSION}.apk 
OUTPUT_APK=${PWD}/${APK_NAME} 
 
# Build information 
BUILD_DIR=${PWD}/../platforms/android/build/outputs/apk 
BUILD_APK=${BUILD_DIR}/android-release-unsigned.apk 
BUILD_TOOLS=${ANDROID_HOME}/build-tools/25.0.0 
 
# Check env variables 
check_env "${ANDROID_HOME}" "ANDROID_HOME environment variable must define the location 
of the Android SDK" 
check_env "${KEYSTORE}" "KEYSTORE environment variable must point to a valid keystore" 
check_env "${KEYSTOREPWD}" "KEYSTOREPWD environment variable must contain the keystore 
password" 
check_env "${KEYSTOREALIAS}" "KEYSTOREALIAS environment variable must contain the 
keystore alias" 
 
# Dependencies 
execute_command "npm install --loglevel warn" "Downloading npm dependencies..." 
execute_command "cordova prepare" "Installing cordova dependencies..." 
 
# Build the application 
execute_command "ionic info" "" 
execute_command "ionic build android --release" "Building the app..." 
execute_command "echo ${KEYSTOREPWD} | jarsigner -verbose -sigalg SHA1withRSA -
digestalg SHA1 -keystore ${KEYSTORE} ${BUILD_APK} ${KEYSTOREALIAS}" "Signing the 
app..." 
execute_command "${BUILD_TOOLS}/zipalign -f -v 4 ${BUILD_APK} ${BUILD_DIR}/${APK_NAME}" 
"Aligning the app..." 
execute_command "mv ${BUILD_DIR}/${APK_NAME} ${OUTPUT_APK}" "Moving final apk..." 
echo "[${APP_NAME}] apk: ${OUTPUT_APK}" 
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8.12.3 iOS build 

The following script builds and Ionic 2 application into a release IPA ready to be 
deployed into the Apple Store. The script need some environmental variables to 
be executed. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-mobile/blob/master/build/build_ios.sh  

#!/bin/sh 
 
# Import build utils script 
. ./build_utils.sh 
 
# Artifact information 
APP_NAME=classpip 
DISPLAY_NAME=Classpip 
APP_VERSION=1.0.0 
OUTPUT_DIR=${PWD} 
ARCHIVE=${OUTPUT_DIR}/${APP_NAME}-${APP_VERSION}.xcarchive 
IPA=${OUTPUT_DIR}/${APP_NAME}-${APP_VERSION}.ipa 
 
# Build information 
BUILD_DIR=${PWD}/../platforms/ios 
XCODEPROJ=${BUILD_DIR}/${DISPLAY_NAME}.xcodeproj 
SCHEME=${DISPLAY_NAME} 
 
# Check env variables 
check_env "${PROV}" "PROV environment variable must be set to the name of the 
mobileprovision name on the Apple Developer Portal" 
check_env "${UUID}" "UUID environment variable must be set to the UUID of the mobile 
provisioning profile that will be used to build the app" 
check_env "${CODE_SIGN}" "CODE_SIGN environment variable must be set to the identity 
that will be used to sign the app" 
 
# Dependencies 
execute_command "npm install --loglevel warn" "Downloading npm dependencies..." 
execute_command "cordova prepare" "Installing cordova dependencies..." 
 
# Build the application 
execute_command "ionic info" "" 
execute_command "ionic build ios --release" "Building the app..." 
execute_command "xcodebuild clean -project ${XCODEPROJ} -configuration Release -
alltargets" "Cleaning the project..." 
execute_command "rm -rf ${ARCHIVE}" "" 
execute_command "xcodebuild archive -project ${XCODEPROJ} -scheme ${SCHEME} -
archivePath ${ARCHIVE} -configuration Release PROVISIONING_PROFILE=${UUID} 
CODE_SIGN_IDENTITY=\"${CODE_SIGN}\"" "Generating xcarchive..." 
execute_command "rm -rf ${IPA}" "" 
execute_command "xcodebuild -exportArchive -archivePath ${ARCHIVE} -exportPath ${IPA} 
-exportFormat ipa -exportProvisioningProfile \"${PROV}\"" "Building ipa..." 
echo "[${APP_NAME}] xcarchive: \"${ARCHIVE}\"" 
echo "[${APP_NAME}] ipa: \"${IPA}\"" 
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8.13 Monitoring 

Below you could find some screen captures of the features of the monitoring 
platform. 

 

Figure 8.22 Hardware system statistics (last 24 hours) 

 

Figure 8.23 Server system processes (real time) 
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Figure 8.24 Serve network usage (last 24 hours) 

 

Figure 8.25 Server disk usage (last 24 hours) 
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Figure 8.26 Public website: web transactions time (last 24 hours) 

 

Figure 8.27 Public website: web transactions time (last 24 hours) – detail 
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Figure 8.28 Public website: availability report (last 7 days) 

 

Figure 8.29 Public website: Application Alert Policies configuration 

 

Figure 8.30 Server alert policies configuration 
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8.14 Website Stack Service 

The follow stack file defines the containers for the public website. 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-infrastructure/blob/master/stacks/classpip-
website.yml  

data: 
  image: 'mariadb:latest' 
  volumes: 
    - '$HOME/backups/classpip-services-mariadb:/var/lib/mysql' 
mariadb: 
  environment: 
    - MYSQL_DATABASE=<MYSQL_DATABASE> 
    - MYSQL_PASSWORD=<MYSQL_PASSWORD> 
    - MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=<MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD> 
    - MYSQL_USER=<MYSQL_USER> 
    - TERM=xterm 
  image: 'mariadb:latest' 
  volumes_from: 
    - data 
services: 
  autoredeploy: true 
  environment: 
    - API_DB=<API_DB> 
    - API_DB_HOST=<API_DB_HOST> 
    - API_DB_PASSWORD=<API_DB_PASSWORD> 
    - API_DB_PORT=<API_DB_PORT> 
    - API_DB_USER=<API_DB_USER> 
    - LETSENCRYPT_EMAIL=classpip@gmail.com 
    - LETSENCRYPT_HOST=api.classpip.com 
    - NEW_RELIC_TOKEN=<NEW_RELIC_TOKEN> 
    - NODE_ENV=production 
    - VIRTUAL_HOST=api.classpip.com 
  expose: 
    - '3000' 
  image: 'classpip/classpip-services:latest' 
  links: 
    - 'mariadb:mysql' 

8.15 Dashboard Stack Service 

The following tack defines the container for the dashboard application  

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-infrastructure/blob/master/stacks/classpip-
dashboard.yml  

dashboard: 
  image: 'classpip/classpip-dashboard:latest' 
  autoredeploy: true 
  environment: 
    - LETSENCRYPT_EMAIL=classpip@gmail.com 
    - LETSENCRYPT_HOST=admin.classpip.com 
    - NEW_RELIC_TOKEN=<NEW_RELIC_TOKEN> 
    - NODE_ENV=production 
    - VIRTUAL_HOST=admin.classpip.com 
  expose: 
    - '9000' 
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8.16 API Stack Service 

The following stack defines the containers defined for the Application 
Programming Interface application 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-infrastructure/blob/master/stacks/classpip-
services.yml  

data: 
  image: 'mariadb:latest' 
  volumes: 
    - '$HOME/backups/classpip-services-mariadb:/var/lib/mysql' 
mariadb: 
  environment: 
    - MYSQL_DATABASE=<MYSQL_DATABASE> 
    - MYSQL_PASSWORD=<MYSQL_PASSWORD> 
    - MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD=<MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD> 
    - MYSQL_USER=<MYSQL_USER> 
    - TERM=xterm 
  image: 'mariadb:latest' 
  volumes_from: 
    - data 
services: 
  autoredeploy: true 
  environment: 
    - API_DB=<API_DB> 
    - API_DB_HOST=<API_DB_HOST> 
    - API_DB_PASSWORD=<API_DB_PASSWORD> 
    - API_DB_PORT=<API_DB_PORT> 
    - API_DB_USER=<API_DB_USER> 
    - LETSENCRYPT_EMAIL=classpip@gmail.com 
    - LETSENCRYPT_HOST=api.classpip.com 
    - NEW_RELIC_TOKEN=<NEW_RELIC_TOKEN> 
    - NODE_ENV=production 
    - VIRTUAL_HOST=api.classpip.com 
  expose: 
    - '3000' 
  image: 'classpip/classpip-services:latest' 
  links: 
    - 'mariadb:mysql' 

8.17 Database Models and Relations 

The following extracts of code shows some examples of models definitions and 
relationships between these models: 

https://github.com/classpip/classpip-services/tree/master/common/models  
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8.17.1 Student Definition 

{ 
  "name": "Student", 
  "plural": "students", 
  "base": "User", 
  "idInjection": true, 
  "options": { 
    "validateUpsert": true 
  }, 
  "properties": { 
    "name": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "surname": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    } 
  }, 
  "validations": [], 
  "relations": { 
    "school": { 
      "type": "belongsTo", 
      "model": "School", 
      "foreignKey": "schoolId" 
    }, 
    "groups": { 
      "type": "hasAndBelongsToMany", 
      "model": "Group", 
      "foreignKey": "groupId" 
    }, 
    "avatar": { 
      "type": "belongsTo", 
      "model": "Avatar", 
      "foreignKey": "avatarId" 
    }, 
    "badges": { 
      "type": "hasAndBelongsToMany", 
      "model": "Badge", 
      "foreignKey": "studentId" 
    } 
  }, 
  "acls": [{ 
      "accessType": "*", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$everyone", 
      "permission": "DENY" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "READ", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$owner", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "WRITE", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$owner", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    } 
  ], 
  "methods": {} 
} 
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8.17.2 Teacher Definition 

{ 
  "name": "Teacher", 
  "plural": "teachers", 
  "base": "User", 
  "idInjection": true, 
  "options": { 
    "validateUpsert": true, 
    "emailVerificationRequired": true 
  }, 
  "properties": { 
    "name": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "surname": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    } 
  }, 
  "validations": [], 
  "relations": { 
    "school": { 
      "type": "belongsTo", 
      "model": "School", 
      "foreignKey": "schoolId" 
    }, 
    "groups": { 
      "type": "hasMany", 
      "model": "Group", 
      "foreignKey": "teacherId" 
    } 
  }, 
  "acls": [ 
    { 
      "accessType": "*", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$everyone", 
      "permission": "DENY" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "READ", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$owner", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "WRITE", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$owner", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    } 
  ], 
  "methods": {} 
} 
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8.17.3 School Definition 

{ 
  "name": "School", 
  "base": "PersistedModel", 
  "idInjection": true, 
  "options": { 
    "validateUpsert": true 
  }, 
  "properties": { 
    "name": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "address": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "latitude": { 
      "type": "any", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "longitude": { 
      "type": "any", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "phone": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    }, 
    "website": { 
      "type": "string" 
    } 
  }, 
  "validations": [], 
  "relations": { 
    "accounts": { 
      "type": "hasMany", 
      "model": "Account", 
      "foreignKey": "schoolId" 
    } 
  }, 
  "acls": [ 
    { 
      "accessType": "*", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$everyone", 
      "permission": "DENY" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "READ", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$everyone", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "WRITE", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "SYS-ADMIN", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    } 
  ], 
  "methods": {} 
} 
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8.17.4 Group Definition 

{ 
  "name": "Group", 
  "plural": "groups", 
  "base": "PersistedModel", 
  "idInjection": true, 
  "options": { 
    "validateUpsert": true 
  }, 
  "properties": { 
    "name": { 
      "type": "string", 
      "required": true 
    } 
  }, 
  "validations": [], 
  "relations": { 
    "teacher": { 
      "type": "belongsTo", 
      "model": "Teacher", 
      "foreignKey": "teacherId" 
    }, 
    "students": { 
      "type": "hasAndBelongsToMany", 
      "model": "Student", 
      "foreignKey": "studentId" 
    } 
  }, 
  "acls": [ 
    { 
      "accessType": "*", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$everyone", 
      "permission": "DENY" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "READ", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$authenticated", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    }, 
    { 
      "accessType": "WRITE", 
      "principalType": "ROLE", 
      "principalId": "$owner", 
      "permission": "ALLOW" 
    } 
  ], 
  "methods": {} 
} 
 


